CORPORATE BROCHURE
Escape rooms are the perfect activity for team away
days or corporate events. Find out how TimeTrap can
help make your team building event one to remember.
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WHAT IS AN ESCAPE ROOM?
Think 'The Crystal Maze' crossed with a murder mystery party,
where you and your team enter an immersive world in which you must
find clues and solve puzzles to complete your time-travelling mission.
Our missions aren't necessarily about escaping a room. It is reality you are escaping
- to a completely different time and place where you have the chance to become the hero.
Whether you're transported back to the Great Fire of London, inside Lewis Carroll's brain,
or to wartime Bletchley Park, there's an adventure waiting to be discovered!

1.

WHY TIMETRAP?
TimeTrap is an independent escape room venue. All of our experiences are
designed and built in-house. This means we can ensure and maintain
high quality experiences, and provide you with the best customer service.

RATED 5 STARS ACROSS
MULTIPLE REVIEW SITES

TWO MINUTES AWAY FROM
READING TRAIN STATION

UP TO 24 PEOPLE IN
ONE LOCATION

TESTS PROBLEM SOLVING,
TEAMWORK & COMMUNICATION

(with the ability to accommodate
more through our corporate partners)
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LARGE GROUP? NOT A PROBLEM.
With four experiences in one location, we can accommodate
up to 24 people in one session.
Have over 24 participants? That's not a problem either.
We have a number of external partners that we can work with to create an event
that caters to your number. Get in touch to discuss and find out more.

2-6
Players

4-8
Players
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2 - 5 vs 2 - 5
Players

FEELING COMPETITIVE?
Go head to head in Reading's only versus escape room, Station X.
When played in versus mode, there are moments of interaction and
competition between the two groups.
Each team enters an identical room, but there can only be one winner.
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PRICING
We have made our corporate pricing easier than ever.
Book your event with a 20% deposit for £25pp, when booking for 15 people or more.

EASY
CORPORATE
PRICING

20% deposit / £25pp when booking
for 15 people or more.
Call 0118 405 0074 to enquire,
or email
andrew@timetrapescaperooms.com

Less than 15 people? We can still help you out.
Get in touch to find out more
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MEETING ROOM HIRE
Looking to pair up your escape room activity with a team meeting?
We have teamed up with Malmaison to provide you with meeting room spaces
for up to 24 people, less than a two minute walk from our Friar Street venue.

Malmaison can provide:
- Meeting room hire for up to 24 people
- Tea/coffee and homemade snacks
during your meeting
- Cocktails and a la carte menus for unwinding
after your meeting.
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TESTIMONIAL
“Had to organise a Christmas team event for 12 hard-toplease and critical colleagues. Both games were
absolutely fantastic, as was the
organisation of the whole event – really friendly and
efficient from the booking process onwards. The planning
and imagination that has gone into settings and challenges
is incredible. We all had a great time, and are so grateful
to Andrew and Katie for putting on a great event.”

- Barry
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FAQ
What is your availability?
You can view availability across all four of our experiences here:
https://timetrapescaperooms.resova.eu

Can we reserve our slot without payment?
Although we can't reserve slots without payment, we can take a 20% deposit for
events booked more than two weeks in advance.
If you need department/finance approval we can invoice for your event.

Each experience has a different start time - can we all start together?
Yes. When a group books more than one room we can alter the start times
so that your group can arrive at the mid point between the booking times.
e.g. If your bookings are at 6.20pm and 6.40pm, arrive at 6.30pm.
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ANY QUESTIONS?
andrew@timetrapescaperooms.com
0118 405 0074

